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Diary
8th October
Ornamental turning Demonstration with Tony
Champion
Competition: A lidded vase.
12th November
Annual General Meeting.
Competition: Platter with Decorated rim.
29th November to 6th December
Exhibition and sales at Uxbridge Library.

“Editors Comments”
July and August was very successful for the club, we had very good attendance for the anniversary
celebration and a fun night, with Stuart and Gary in fine form. We are at the end of our busy
summer season now and the times are changing.
We are looking forward to Tony’s ornamental turning demonstration and the AGM in November. It
is important that we have a good turn out for this, as there is to be a change in the committee and
new officers are to be voted in.
We are also considering some changes and your input is very important for the future of the club.
30th Anniversary Celebration Evening
By Ralph Pooley.
Over a year ago it was decided to celebrate this
event, and I suggested asking Stuart King and
Gary Rance if they would give us a “double
act”. They readily agreed, which was

appropriate as both have been members for a
long time and are recognised as world famous
turners at the top of the tree!
The evening commenced with Stuart saying he
was going to introduce some “magic” into the
evening. He put a piece of wood on the lathe
and said he would turn a weed pot!
You could see members wondering “why a
weed pot?”
Stuart continued to make his pot, and when
finished invited a lady from the audience to help
him by putting her finger in the pot and of
course the “magic” started, with long ribbons of
congratulations to the Club, and many more
items were produced from the “weed pot”!

He then went on to produce his wooden flowers
from hazel wood with that skew chisel of his,
and mounting them on a small branch giving a
very colourful effect.
Well done Stuart... “MAGIC!”

Tea and coffee was provided as always by Eddie
and Mary “Thank you”.
Sandwiches were donated by our secretary,
thank you Michael.
The second half was in the hands of Gary, and
he decided the he would make his famous
“Idiot Stick” which some of us had seen before,
but it always creates a lot of fun to see those that
have not seen it before.
Gary then proceed to make the “stick” making
sure that the important parts were explained,
when he had finished he demonstrated the stick
and the same lady tried her best to make it work
but to no avail!

Gary then demonstrated the revolving propeller
which caused a great deal of amusement and a
lot of banter!

He then demonstrated making a picture frame
from one piece of wood. Very clever indeed!He
then talked of his early years at Joseph
Reynolds, where turners worked on one item for
most of their lives. Gary then very quickly
turned an egg to finish off the evening.
“Many” thanks to Gary and Stuart for a splendid
evening’s entertainment.
I am sure every one enjoyed the evening.

Ralph Pooley
The members of the committee where very sorry to receive Ralph’s resignation from the committee.
Ralph has worked tirelessly for many years behind the scenes to make sure that the club ticks along
smoothly.
Ralph was responsible for booking demonstrators and organising the seminar and sales events. He
set out the tables and organised the stewards and show demonstrators. He has been a cheerful voice
at our meetings and a great source of humour and so much more.
It would be fair to say that apart from being “one of the clubs best turners” he has been a driving
force behind the club.
Ralph has also been an amazing encouragement to members of the club, and it was Ralph that
encouraged and enabled me to get out and do demonstrations to our club and also those further
afield, which I would not have had the courage to do without his help.
I am sure that we would all like to thank Ralph for everything he has done to make our club what it
is today and extend our best wishes to him and Hillary who has supported him in all he has done for
us.

SCREW CHUCKS

-

FACE PLATES

By Ralph Pooley.
This article is based on my own experiences,
and discussions with other turners.
Having purchased a lathe, and assembled it, I
am sure the first item our new turner wishes to
make is a bowl! and why not indeed! Bowls,
platters and dishes, are immediately associated
with lathes.
So we now need a bowl blank (cross grained).
Next is how do we attach it to the lathe, advice
is abundant, and the recommendation is a screw
chuck, these come as dedicated screw chucks, or
as part of a scroll chuck, the blank now needs a
hole drilled, which is usually 7mm or 8mm. You
may need to use spacers on the chuck, so as not
to drill too deeply into your blank.
Blank mounted and ready to go.
There are 2 problems with the use of a screw
chuck, that I have experienced, and so have
others.
1. If for any reason you wish to remove the
blank, for whatever reason,screwing it
back on again can prove a problem, as it
is difficult to regain the same
concentricity and you will need to
balance the bowl again.
2. The next problem that can occur is when
turning you sustain a dig in! or stop the
blank from turning on the chuck, and the
thread in the blank is stripped!

All that can be done is to drill out the old
hole say to about 10mm or 15mm, and
glue in a cross grain plug, and start
again.
Most lathes come with additional items
- drive centres – running tailstock
centres and a face plate, which is often
ignored.
A face plate is a very safe way of
securing blanks etc to the lathe.
Centre the face plate, mark the position
of the screws, and pre drill.
Mark the position of one of the screw
holes, and also on the blank so that the
blank if removed can be replaced in the
same place.
Face plates are also closer to the
headstock, which reduces vibration.
I hope this enables you to now make an
informed choice!
PLEASE DO NOT FORGET YOUR
PPE
Wear a face shield,or safety glasses
when making shavings

August Workshop Evening.
The hands on evening was a lot of fun although
numbers were down. This was mainly due to
members being on holiday. The evening started
with Mike Wood making an egg so that people
could use it size the egg cups.

We had quite a few people trying their hands at
making the egg cups. They were mainly
supervised by Tony Champion. We had a few
successful attempts and it will be good to see
the members offerings in the competition in
September.
Quite a few
people decided to
have a go at
making eggs
which I think is a
little more

difficult because there is not much room for
licence. It either looks like an egg or it doesn’t.
With the egg cups there is much more room for
artistic interpretation.
It was
particularly nice
to see Tony
instructing one of
our new lady
members who
was making a
good fist of the
turning.

It was good to see that some people had a try at
making balls for the competition. The efforts
were very good considering the difficulty of the
task and it is good to see more people getting
involved with the competitions

Uxbridge Library

The club Made a very good Display at the
library with eight members displaying their
work.
It was nice to see David Wilks joining us for the
first time.
The top sellers were Gian Carlo whose selection
of beautiful timber made a lovely show and
Mike Mansfield with his ever popular clocks.

Tony Champion sold three of his ornamental
turned boxes to the same lady in the last couple
of hours of the show.
Please think about showing your work at the
next show on the 29th November. Remember
that you don’t have to fill a table, a few pieces
would be good.

